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2017 Work Plan

• Operate under the Amended Protocol
  – Continue coordinating and exchanging databases
  – Review transmission needs and solutions proposed by neighboring systems
  – Continue coordination of Interconnection Queue, Long Term Firm Transmission Service, and Transmission Projects that potentially affect interregional system performance – ongoing coordination reviewed
  – Seek opportunities for interregional transmission
  – Continue coordinating studies across ISO/RTO boundaries
  – Continue interregional planning activities and issue the next Northeast Coordinated System Plan 2nd Quarter 2018

• The JIPC will review their respective regional needs and solutions to identify opportunities for interregional transmission projects
  – The ISO/RTOs will engage their respective regional stakeholders and the IPSAC on system needs
2017 Interregional Planning Activities

• Continue coordinating interregional planning activities
  – NYISO-PJM Post Wheel coordination
  – NERC/MMWG modeling and analysis coordination
  – EIPC interregional database and analysis efforts
• Stakeholders are encouraged to follow ongoing regional planning evaluations through the regional processes and JIPC summaries at IPSAC of regional issues and plans
• JIPC requests IPSAC input on potential interregional transmission projects and interregional coordination needs
• IPSAC is requested to provide input by January 3
• Comments will be posted and discussed as appropriate at future IPSAC meetings
• Hold IPSAC meetings to receive stakeholder input
  – As may be required to advise stakeholders of interregional planning activities and opportunities for system improvements
  – The next regularly scheduled meeting is planned for second quarter 2017
Northeastern Protocol IPSAC contacts

• ISO-NE
  – PACMatters@iso-ne.com

• NYISO
  – Dawei Fan
  – dfan@nyiso.com

• PJM
  – Chuck Liebold
  – chuck.liebold@pjm.com
Questions